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Abstract
In the past decade, digitization of medical records and multiomics data analysis in lymphoma has led to the accessibility of
high-dimensional records. The digitization of medical records, the visualization of extensive volume data extracted from
medical images, and the integration of multiomics methods into clinical decision-making have produced many datasets.
As a promising auxiliary tool, machine learning (ML) intends to extract homologous features in large-scale data sets and
encode them into various patterns to complete complicated tasks. At present, artificial intelligence and digital mining
have shown promising prospects in the field of lymphoma pathological image analysis. The paradigm shift from qualitative
analysis to quantitative analysis makes the pathological diagnosis more intelligent and the results more accurate and object-
ive. ML can promote accurate lymphoma diagnosis and provide patients with prognostic information and more individua-
lized treatment options. Based on the above, this comprehensive review of the general workflow of ML highlights recent
advances in ML techniques in the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of lymphoma, and clarifies the boundedness and
future orientation of the ML technique in the clinical practice of lymphoma.
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Introduction
Lymphoma is a set of biologically and clinically heteroge-
neous diseases that has complex types and is typically char-
acterized by painless lymphadenopathy with systemic
symptoms such as fever, night sweats, and weight loss.
According to the pathological manifestations, it is mainly
divided into Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) and
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL). NHL includes mantle
cell lymphoma, follicular lymphoma (FL), marginal zone
lymphoma, and the most common diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL). Although the survival of lymphoma
patients has been dramatically improved with the increasing
progress of diagnostic technology and the promotion of
standardized treatment, the disease burden of NHL is still
higher than that of HL.1

The digitization of data has caused the emergence of
high-dimensional datasets. The advent of next-generation
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sequencing (NGS) technology has increased the perceived
value of molecular genetic results in the diagnosis of lymph-
oma by speeding up the identification of new molecular
changes. Under the World Health Organization classification
guidelines, the diagnosis of lymphoma is in conjunction with
relevant indicators such as cytomorphology, cytogenetics,
immunophenotyping, and molecular genetics for a compre-
hensive evaluation.2 Machine learning (ML) can manipulate
large volumes of data that transcend human understanding.3

It can integrate complex features of the disease and screen for
people at high risk of developing cancer to mitigate unneces-
sary and costly diagnostic interventions.

The growing number of prognostic markers and risk
stratification may guide patient management, facilitate
their stratification into clinical practice, and pave the way
for personalized medicine. For instance, in recent studies,
CloneRetriever, a novel web-based model based on ML
principles is as demonstrated to address the bioinformatics
challenges associated with immune cell sequencing and
clone detection. It is another promising application to dis-
tinguish clonal rearrangement in large-scale NGS data
sets for auxiliary diagnosis of lymphoma.4 The continuous
efforts of ML in lymphoma in recent years may eventually
affect the design and development of drugs so that patients
face more targeted treatment options. ML and artificial
intelligence (AI) assisted in diagnosing lymphoma in radio-
mics, genomics, proteomics, and histopathology. In add-
ition, ML is also involved in lymphoma targeted therapy,
and prognosis analysis (Figure 1). Thus, herein, we describe
significant concepts in AI and ML for unfamiliar readers
and summarize some studies of ML and AI in the diagnosis
and prognosis of lymphoma. The purpose is to guide
lymphoma patients to obtain more treatment selections
and improve the survival rate.

Essentials of AI
AI has frequently appeared in healthcare for more than a
decade with the rapid development of computer science.5

However, the contemporary concepts of AI, ML, and
deep learning (DL) are often equivocal and should be dis-
tinguished. AI is a computer program that enables the cal-
culating machine to simulate certain human thinking
processes and intelligent behaviors to assist us in finishing
off complex problems. ML is a subdomain of AI and a
promising auxiliary tool that aims at similar features in
datasets. Through these characteristics, various models are
established to complete complex tasks. As a thriving devel-
opment direction, natural language processing (NLP), large
language models (LLMs), explainable AI (XAI), and gen-
erative AI all represent specific branches or technologies
in the field of AI. These branches are interrelated but each
has unique characteristics and application areas (Figure 2).

On the basis of the relationship between computer
program input data labels and output results, ML can be

divided into three categories: supervised learning, unsuper-
vised learning, and reinforcement learning. Supervised
learning is to use labeled data to get a model through learn-
ing and training, and then uses this model to predict new
samples to achieve the purpose of classification (e.g. classi-
fying subtypes of lymphoma) or regression (e.g. estimating
the length of survival). Unsupervised learning aims to auto-
matically learn hidden patterns or structures from data
without the need for predetermined labels or targets.
Reinforcement learning also uses unmarked data to interact
with the environment through behavior, and the environ-
ment obtains the best prediction behavior strategy in the
continuous cycle through the reward function.

In this review, we present the general flow of supervised
ML tasks. Supervised ML generally consists of two phases,
first a set of image datasets with known classifications with
corresponding class labels is used to generate a training pre-
diction model through data cleaning, feature extraction, and
other steps, followed by an application phase. This ML
model is applied to the newly acquired medical images and
eventually, is applied for the classification and diagnosis of
lymphoma (Figure 3). This significantly improves the effi-
ciency of diagnosing lymphoma in clinical practice. In
summary, ML is traditionally defined as a process of self-
improvement of a system. The machine represents the com-
puter, and learning is a self-improvement process.6 DL is an
algorithm that attempts to abstract data using multiple pro-
cessing layers composed of complex structures or multiple
nonlinear transformations.7 DL is mainly used in voice and
image recognition. As a hot research field of ML, it mainly
studies the internal law and representation level of sample
data. The contemporary notion of DL originates from an arti-
ficial neural network（ANN）, which is an algorithm for
pattern recognition. The traditional multilayer neural
network has an only input, hidden, and output layer. There
is no clear theoretical derivation to explain how many
layers are appropriate. The steps of the multilayer neural
network involve feature mapping to values, and feature
selection is done manually. Compared with an ANN, it com-
presses the size of input data through the convolution layer
and pooling layer, that is, the data is divided into many
small data, and the maximum utilization is obtained by
using fewer parameters. DL shows a high level of computer-
aided diagnosis of NHL.8 Modern DL algorithms comprise
convolution neural network (CNN), cyclic neural network,
recursive neural network, long-term and short-term
memory, and deep belief network.9 Deep convolution
neural network has achieved good results in processing the
task of medical image data classification.10,11

Applications of ML in lymphoma diagnosis
Over the past decade, in the field of healthcare, computer
and electronic healthcare data (such as electronic medical
records, laboratory test results, imaging examination, etc.)
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of the fusion combined with ML tools improved the accur-
acy of lymphoma diagnosis and increased the possibility of
personalized medicine.12 Some applied research of AI in
lymphoma are listed in Table 1.

ML and digital pathology

The advent of digital pathology has ushered in a plethora of
possibilities, one of which involves leveraging AI for deci-
sion support. Employing AI in the interpretation of digital
pathology data presents a promising avenue for assisting
pathologists in the diagnosis of lymphoma. Pathology is
an essential examination method for the diagnosis of malig-
nant lymphoma.13 Automatic image preprocessing reduces
the overall workload of hematologists and pathologists. The
initial attempt is to start with image preprocessing, then
object recognition, feature extraction, and finally classify
different cells. It is usually necessary to remove the diseased
lymph nodes for histopathological examination to deter-
mine the subtype.14 Therefore, pathologists who need to

survey pathological images to determine the subtype of
lymphoma require a commitment of time and energy.15 It
is difficult to draw a correct conclusion quickly only by
traditional naked-eye observation and subjective judgment.
This challenges the experience and ability of technicians to
quickly and accurately detect abnormal cells. In addition,
the number of pathologists is decreasing, and not all hema-
topathologists can rely on rich experience and expensive
equipment for molecular analysis.16,17 It is gratifying that
AI can establish a fast and accurate classifier to help pathol-
ogists analyze and calculate pathological images, obtain
correct relevant data, and help clinicians make a clinical
diagnosis. An ML model with texture analysis has been
discovered in a study for the automatic classification of
histopathological images depicting ocular adnexal
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma from two
distinct origins.18

As DL invades the field of image recognition, the avail-
ability of digital images is also improved. We can rely on
algorithms to distinguish artifacts and information

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the applications of machine learning in lymphoma. It mainly introduces the applications of machine
learning in the diagnosis of lymphoma in radiomics, genomics, histopathology, etc. In addition, Machine learning is also involved in the
targeted therapy, drug design, prognosis analysis, and clinical decision of lymphoma.
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Figure 2. Branches and evolution of artificial intelligence technology. The diagram shows a tree representing artificial intelligence (AI),
with five fruits on it. The largest one represents machine learning, while the remaining four represent explainable AI, natural language
processing, large language models, and generative AI. These fruits symbolize different technological branches in the field of AI,
showcasing the diversity and evolutionary process of AI technology. Note: These branches are interrelated but each has unique
characteristics and application areas.

Figure 3. The general workflow of supervised machine learning in lymphoma. Supervised machine learning (ML) generally encompasses
two steps, starting with a set of image datasets with known classifications and corresponding class labels, generating a training prediction
model through steps such as data cleaning and feature extraction, followed by an application phase. This machine learning model is
applied to newly acquired medical images and, eventually, is applied to the classification and diagnosis of lymphoma.
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materials, and efficiently extract relevant and meaningful
features.19 For example, the symbol-based ML method
applied to the pixel classification of FL images shows that
the classification ability is successful at least in the image
preprocessing stage, and the accuracy of classification
results is as high as 95%.20 An ML model was developed
in a recent study to facilitate pathological diagnosis for
400 patients who underwent surgery due to cervical
lymph node enlargement, eliminating the necessity for radi-
ologist interpretation and invasive examination.21

Besides, digital pathology is an interdisciplinary attempt,
that is, using the whole slide image to train the deep neural
network has become an essential tool for lymphoma diag-
nosis.22–25 There are literature reports that the depth
residual neural network model is used to preprocess the
pathological images of lymphoma, and the data enhance-
ment methods such as turnover and color transformation
are used. The classification accuracy is 98.63%. The
network model could offer objective evidence for clinicians

to diagnose the type of NHL.15 In the research of Alferez
et al., they trained a recognition system with an SVM algo-
rithm. The system is an automatic analysis method based on
an image. A group of images of 21 new patients were ana-
lyzed and parallel with the confirmed diagnosis. When the
cells are divided into normal lymphocytes, abnormal lym-
phocytes and reactive lymphocytes, the overall recognition
accuracy is 97.67%.26

ML and radiomics, genomics

The combination of radiometry and ML accelerates the
development of histopathological images of lymph-
oma.27–30 The CNN which is a promising tool can classify
a large amount of B-cell lymphoma information obtained
by multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC). However, we
still have a long way to go in optimizing CNN’s perform-
ance in analyzing images with different magnifications, dif-
ferent image attributes, and network structures.

Table 1. Summary of studies utilizing machine learning applied to lymphoma.

Reference Year Task Output Input Model

Steinbuss
et al.14

2021 Diagnosis Classification of non-Hodgkin
lymphoma

Histopathological images Convolutional
neural network

Tagami
et al.18

2023 Differential
diagnosis

Distinguish between orbital and
conjunctival mucosa-associated
lymphoid tissue lymphomas

990 pathological images of 99
patients

Support vector
machine

Can et al.21 2024 Diagnosis Diagnosis of cervical lymph node
enlargement

400 patients who underwent
surgery for cervical lymph node
enlargement between 2010 and
2022

Deep learning

Zhuang
et al.31

2023 Validation of a
prognostic
model

Established a predictive model
including seven key genes

The integrated genome of 1143
DLBCL samples

Support vector
machine

Gross
et al.39

2024 Differential
diagnosis

Distinguish between tumor and
nontumor B cells, and propose the
correct classification of chronic
lymphoproliferative diseases in over
90% of cases

Cases of chronic
lymphoproliferative diseases
with over 300 annotations

Random forest

Sun et al.61 2021 Validation of a
prognostic
model

Prognostic index of natural killer
lymphoma

Clinical data from 250 extranodal
natural killer/t-cell lymphoma
patients treated with
nonanthracyclines

Machine
learning model

Zhao
et al.63

2024 Validation of a
prognostic
model

Predicting the prognosis of DLBCL after
combination chemotherapy based on
the proportion of IgH detected in
ctDNA samples tracked from
organizational samples

55 DLBCL sequencing data cases Decision Tree

DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.
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In addition to digitizing histopathological sections and
analyzing medical images, ML tools are also used to help
classify lymphoma by analyzing genomic data. Using
ML, DLBCL subtypes are differentiated based on mRNA
features abundant in immune infiltration and cell cycle.31

Gene expression profile can divide DLBCL into germinal
center B-cell-like, active B-cell-like, and unclassified sub-
types. Different subtypes have different prognoses. The
ML method also can detect eight specific markers such as
BCL 6, MYBL1, LMO2, MME, NFKBIZ, IRF4, PDE4B,
and SLA. Hierarchical management of patients will contrib-
ute to the personalized medical choice of DLBCL
patients.32 One study explored targeted RNA expression
data generated by sequencing 1408 genes in DLBCL
using a Bayesian approach in ML.33 However, the applica-
tion of MFC based on ML is still limited. Comprehensive
analysis methods such as whole-genome sequencing and
whole-transcriptome sequencing have great potential in
the diagnosis of hematological malignancies, but most
methods have not been explored. Because of its high
dimensionality and multimodality, the genome dataset is
an ideal choice for DL exploration. It can be used to
improve diagnosis, further ameliorate classification
systems and determine prognostic factors. However, the
number of genes to be detected and interpreted is so large
that this prognostic classification has not been used in clin-
ical practice.

ML and laboratory examination

Accurate identification of cell morphology is the basis of
the preliminary diagnosis of lymphoma. The combination
of peripheral blood, bone marrow analysis, and ML algo-
rithm gives the accurate diagnosis of lymphoma hit a
spark of hope. Tang et al. developed an ML system
Morphogo, which is based on an algorithm and uses
digital imaging analysis to distinguish abnormal lympho-
cytes from normal lymphocytes.34 ML algorithm can
further classify bone marrow leukocytes by training
CNN.35 MFC is a mighty high-throughput technology,
which could quickly quantify the markers on suspended
cells. It is the cornerstone of lymphoma clinical decision-
making. However, manual control of cell populations is
time-consuming and not objective. In recent years, with
the in-depth study of DL algorithms, we could accurately
classify disease subtypes by identifying cell types in cyto-
logical images, and automatically classifying MFC data as
diagnostic labels.36 On this basis, Mallesh et al. further clas-
sify seven B-cell tumor subtypes and nine color panel
healthy controls by using the method of migration learning.
A workflow that extends the DL model to MFC panels is
proposed to realize high-precision multi-tab classification
between datasets. Therefore, some challenges of automatic
flow cytometry classification are solved. This work makes
the DL model a big step forward.37

Flow cytometry, traditionally reliant on a blood patholo-
gist with specialized expertise to meticulously analyze
digital data, serves as a pivotal clinical instrument for diag-
nosing numerous malignant tumors within the blood
system. The advancements in ML hold the potential to be
integrated into flow cytometry, potentially enhancing the
efficiency and prioritization of cases while mitigating
errors. Although flow cytometry has many advantages, its
application is usually limited to the analysis of bone
marrow or peripheral blood lymphoma. To solve this
problem, Gaidano et al. combined ML tools with flow cyto-
metry to generate multiple clinically applicable prediction
systems, which could be utilized for each biomaterial
involved in lymphoproliferative disorders, from blood to
lymph nodes or pleural effusion.38 ML-assisted flow cyto-
metry can distinguish between tumor and nontumor B
cells in all cases, and propose the correct classification of
chronic lymphoproliferative diseases in over 90% of
cases.39 An ML logistic regression model was utilized by
Zijtregtop et al. to create a diagnostic scoring model for
pediatric lymphoma. This model facilitates the prompt
referral of suspected lymphoma patients to oncologists
and has the potential to decrease the number of referrals
and unnecessary invasive procedures for patients with
benign lymph node enlargement.40

ML and prognosis of lymphoma
Prognosis is a well-known and arduous task. Among the
widely used prognostic tools, there are also significant dif-
ferences in risk levels.41 This can be done in advance
throughout the treatment process. If found in time, many
major diseases can be improved. On the contrary, the defer-
ment in the prognosis inference could provoke the onset of
severe problems. The prediction model is established with
the help of patient history, current status, doctor records,
and genetic research details.42 The prediction model is not
only a model but also a mathematical function. It considers
at least two predictors to simultaneously predict the prob-
ability of an event in a single patient within a specific
future time range.43–45 Therefore, predicting the risk of
disease or treatment will help to develop better prevention
plans.

Developing a prognostic model of lymphoma could
predict the disease progression, the related risks, and the
impact of treatment on patients, and help doctors make
more accurate treatment decisions. Many indicators can
predict the prognosis of lymphoma, such as total metabolic
tumor volume (TMTV) which evaluates the metabolically
active volume of a tumor by measuring the body
FDG-PET/CT. As an independent prognostic factor,
TMTV shows strong prognostic value in both HL and
NHL.46 The prognosis of patients with DLBCL was evalu-
ated according to the degree of lesion diffusion of baseline
PET/CT features.47 Nevertheless, in mantle cell lymphoma,
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although TMTV is an essential prognostic instrument to
improve risk stratification in untreated mantle cell lymph-
oma patients, the International Prognostic Index for
mantle cell lymphoma and KI-67 remain the strongest pre-
dictors of outcome.48 Capobianco et al. demonstrated that
the DL method could fully automatically estimate TMTV,
and the results are consistent with the expert measurements
of a large number of DLBCL subjects. Significant prognos-
tic value of progression-free survival and overall survival
was shown in subjects.49 Biccler et al. integrated clinical
data to establish a new prognostic model based on ML tech-
niques, which was validated to be remarkably better than
existing DLBCL prognostic indexes, such as the
International Prognostic Index.50

Using ML, texture analysis of central nervous system
lymphoma and other neoplasms can be carried out in
advanced magnetic resonance imaging.51,52 ML is also
applied to structured electronic health record (EHR) to fore-
cast individual survival at the beginning of first-line treat-
ment.53 FL needs to observe the progress of 24 months
two years after the first-line treatment, which is the most
precise prognostic method of FL, ML provides a tool
based on EHR with more accurate prediction ability.54

Carreras et al. used ML to analyze the gene expression of
FL and identified the overall survival genes related to
patient prognosis and microenvironment.55 Research by
Irshaid et al. indicates that ML can solve the problem of
large cell transformation probability for patients diagnosed
with FL and undergoing bone marrow biopsy.56

AI can stratify the risk of hematopoietic stem cells in
patients with aGVHD, which has an impact on the immuno-
suppressive decision-making of these individuals.57

Supervised learning prediction method can identify genes
related to the prognosis of DLBCL, including some genes
regulating B cell receptor signal transduction, key serine/
threonine phosphorylation pathway, and apoptosis, to
predict the prognosis of DLBCL and determine reasonable
intervention targets.58 Recently, researchers used AI to
analyze a group of DLBCL. They used the segmentation
method based on AI to quantify the immunohistochemical
protein expression of tnfaip8 and confirmed it by the trad-
itional figure quantification method. It was authenticated
that the high protein expression of tnfaip8 was related to
the low overall survival rate. This also proves that the
single gene set of neural network analysis can be used for
forecasting the prognosis of hematological neoplasms,
including lymphoma.59,60

In addition, stem cell characteristics and tumor micro-
environment defined by logistic regression, ML, and AI
can also be used to predict the prognosis of DLBCL. The
statistical pattern based on the Cox proportional hazard
model can be used as the prognostic model for the optimal
treatment of extranodal natural killer T-cell lymphoma nasal-
type nonanthracycline drugs.61 Surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) has become a latent medical tool. It

is reported that anML algorithm is used to establish the prog-
nostic model of the disease burden score of standard treat-
ment patients. It has been proved that SERS can be used as
a noninvasive and label-free tool for monitoring hemato-
logical malignancies.62 By monitoring the rearrangement of
immunoglobulin genes in circulating tumor DNA, the deci-
sion tree model forecasts the progression of DLBCL.63

Many patients can now obtain a good prognosis through
standard chemotherapy, but 30–50% of patients with
DLBCL may recrudescence after remedy. It is reported
that the DLBCL risk model based on the traditional
machine model shows good differentiation and calibration
ability, and may help clinicians make the best treatment deci-
sion to achieve accurate medicine.64

ML and treatment selection of lymphoma

Prediction of chemotherapy efficacy

ML algorithms are increasingly used to improve patients’
treatment decisions and increase patients’ treatment
choices and we have been trying to develop targeted
drugs for lymphoma. Clinically, for lymphoma patients,
how to choose the best treatment scheme and how to min-
imize the side effects of chemotherapy and radiotherapy are
the problems we need to solve. The endless emergence of
targeted drugs depends on the progress of genomics and
AI in recent years. More and more evidence shows that
patients benefit from this paradigm shift, which is usually
called precision medicine or personalized medicine.65,66

Rosenberg and others used the NGS technology and elec-
tronic technology to design a research plan, which opened
up a new field in evaluating the efficacy, safety, pharmaco-
kinetics, and pharmacodynamics of drugs. It may also
accelerate drug development and accelerate our goal of
improving clinical outcomes.67,68 PET/CT imaging has a
high sensitivity rate for primary and metastatic lymph-
oma.69,70 It can assess the lesion and treatment effect and
guide the follow-up remedy of patients. It is reported that
the probability-corrected ensemble method can be used to
predict the mortality of patients with DLBCL, which
assists us in judging the treatment effect and further improv-
ing the chemotherapy regimen.71 AI affects lymphoma by
influencing radiology. In addition to being used for diagno-
sis and anatomical measurement, it can also make more
effective risk stratification for patients with HL, to affect
treatment decision-making.69 In lymphoma, the combin-
ation of NGS and AI is used to predict the response after
chemotherapy.72,73

Drug discovery and response prediction

ML algorithms have been widely used in computer-aided
drug discovery.74,75 The probability of drug failure in clin-
ical trials is high because pharmaceutical companies cannot
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use traditional computing technology to predict the impact
of latent drug compounds on targets. Under these circum-
stances, applying the ML prediction method could save a
lot of resources. Recently developed AI methods, such as
ML and related modeling research, provide a new solution
for the safety evaluation of candidate drugs based on big
data modeling and analysis.76

ML is used to identify toxic compounds that may cause
side effects, which can save a large number of resources
before drugs enter clinical trials. Adopting ML to automat-
ically synthesize compounds, the drug development process
can be improved and the time to market of drugs can be
shortened. How to discover more effective drugs and how
to predict the effects of these drugs on the body are the
matters that researchers use ML tools to solve. Diverse
algorithms and models reduce the laboratory workload
involved in drug discovery. Datasets analysis enables
researchers to analyze the results of various chemical com-
positions.77 In a recent study, a universal pipeline has been
devised which integrates ML with molecular dynamics
simulation to uncover potential dual inhibitors of B-cell
lymphoma from natural product databases.78

One prospect for in-depth study in the biomedical field is
to predict therapeutic responses and conduct the develop-
ment of new therapies. DL gives priority to new chemical
targets in the early phase of drug discovery.79 In addition,
Julkunen et al. proposed ComboFM, an ML framework
for predicting drug combination response in preclinical
research, such as combined medication based on a cell
line or patient-originated cells.80 It is an exciting research
field to use DL neural networks to clarify the pharmaco-
logical features of a variety of drugs under different bio-
logical systems and conditions on transcriptome data and
realize drug repositioning.81

Current limitations and opportunities for the
clinical implementation of ML methods

Data sources and data quality

The medical industry has remarkable “big data” character-
istics. First, the amount of data is large, and second, the
data types are confusing and complex. In the process of
data collection, due to the lack of unified standards in differ-
ent medical institutions, the data are scattered, nonstandard,
incomplete, or missing, or it is difficult to directly collect
enough electronic medical record information, resulting in
the low-quality and unreliability of the collected data, and
it is difficult to extract meaningful information from the
data to predict and model. It is necessary to ensure the integ-
rity and authenticity of the data as much as possible. The
collected data still needs to be verified, preferably exter-
nally. For a modest sample size, virtually any ML model
is predisposed to overfitting, which can lead to artificially
inflated algorithmic accuracy and even to clinical

implications for decision-making. Feature selection and
regularization have shown some effectiveness in preventing
overfitting.82 However, only a few studies usually verify the
model externally for the sake of proving the precision and
practicability of the model. Table 2 lists some applications
and challenges of AI in lymphoma patient management.

Data security and counterattack prevention

Healthcare data has a critical role to play in the advance-
ment of medicine. The issue of data security has been per-
sistent and topical attention. Recent issues such as data
breaches also illustrate the crucial need to ensure the
privacy and security of healthcare data.83 Recently Shakir
Khan et al. explored an information entropy l-diversity
model that minimizes implementation time and lessens
the chance of critical data leakage while improving data
accuracy and quality of service, all of which aids in the
security of healthcare data interchange.84 This methodology
may potentially assist in alleviating future data-sharing
concerns.

Clinical integration

In the realm of lymphoma clinical practice, the integration
of ML heralds both novel opportunities and formidable
challenges in diagnostic and therapeutic domains. LLM
technology offers a sophisticated means to scrutinize
patient imaging datasets, enabling physicians to swiftly
and precisely discern lymphoma lesions, thereby steering
the trajectory of treatment strategies. Concurrently, the
incorporation of NLP augments physicians’ capacity to
assimilate intricate patient medical histories and clinical
records, facilitating nuanced evaluations of disease progres-
sion and treatment efficacy. In navigating the complexities
of treatment selection, XAI technology serves as an invalu-
able ally, furnishing clinicians with decision support
mechanisms and elucidating the predictive outcomes of
ML models,85 thereby instilling a heightened sense of con-
fidence in treatment modalities. In essence, a burgeoning
wave of cutting-edge ML technologies is revolutionizing
medical practice. By harnessing the full spectrum of these
advancements, bespoke treatment paradigms can be meticu-
lously crafted in clinical decision-making, fostering heigh-
tened precision and efficacy in treatment outcomes, while
concurrently elevating the standards of clinical manage-
ment and medical care afforded to lymphoma patients.

Conclusions
In summary, the application of ML in lymphoma manage-
ment has demonstrated remarkable potential across
various facets of clinical practice. In diagnosis, ML techni-
ques have shown promise in analyzing imaging data and
identifying lymphoma lesions with speed and accuracy,
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thus facilitating timely intervention. Moreover, in prognosis
assessment, ML models have proven valuable in predicting
disease progression and treatment outcomes, aiding clini-
cians in formulating tailored management plans for individ-
ual patients. Personalized therapeutic options have been
made possible in the field of therapy by ML-driven
approaches, which maximize benefits while avoiding nega-
tive effects. It is crucial to recognize the inherent limits
when incorporating ML into clinical practice. Robust pre-
cautions are required for safeguarding sensitive medical
information since data security concerns, including patient
privacy and confidentiality, are still of utmost importance.
Furthermore, difficulties with ML models’ interpretability
and the moral implications of using them for policy-making
emphasize how crucial it is to follow ethical standards and
have open decision-making processes. Moving forward,
concerted efforts are required to address these limitations
and capitalize on the opportunities afforded by ML in
lymphoma management. Future initiatives should prioritize
the development of standardized protocols for data security
and privacy protection, alongside the implementation of
interpretability frameworks to enhance the transparency of
ML algorithms. Furthermore, interdisciplinary collabor-
ation and stakeholder engagement are essential to navigate
ethical dilemmas and ensure the responsible integration of
ML technologies into clinical workflows. Going forward,
there is great potential for improving precision medicine
in the treatment of lymphomas as a result of the conver-
gence of ML with developments in genomics, imaging,

and therapeutic modalities. We can fully utilize ML to
transform the treatment of lymphoma and enhance patient
outcomes in the future by adopting a comprehensive strat-
egy that takes into account technological, ethical, and soci-
etal factors.
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Table 2. Applications and challenges of machine learning in the management of lymphoma.

Immunophenotyping Cytomorphology Molecular genetics Radiology

Technique Multiparameter flow cytometry Microscopy Genomic analysis 18F-FDG PET imaging

Objective Minimal residual disease
evaluation/identification and
characterization of cell
populations

Identification and
characterization of
proteins based on
morphology

Identification of
molecular map

For lymphoma staging,
treatment response
assessment, and relapse
detection

Improvements
needed

How to accurately represent the
original data

How to correctly identify
boundaries

The data matrix is
sparse and the
signal is easy to be
lost

How to distinguish recurrence
from inflammation/infection
or active fibrosis after
chemotherapy or
radiotherapy

Challenges • The number of available training samples is limited, and it is impossible to establish the depth model without
overfitting.

• It poses potential security and data ownership challenges when applied to electronic medical record systems.

• The interpretability and acceptability of the constructed model are poor.

• Because the collected data is of low quality and unreliable, it is difficult to extract meaningful information from the
data for prediction and modeling.
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